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<6 months of age. We used these baseline estimates, an efficacy of 79% for both prod-
ucts, uptake of 60% for the maternal vaccine (based on uptake of maternal tetanus/
diphtheria/pertussis vaccine) or 70% for the monoclonal antibody (based on uptake of 
hepatitis B vaccine birth dose) and assumed a duration of protection of infants between 
3 and 5 months to assess immunization impact. With the immunization strategies ana-
lyzed, we estimated between 14,591 and 30,336 hospitalizations, 20,621 and 79,020 
ED visits, and 58,670 and 228,840 outpatient visits associated with RSVi could be pre-
vented each year.

Conclusion. Immunization products under development have the potential to 
substantially reduce MA-RSVi. This model will be used to assess the benefits of differ-
ent immunization strategies developed to protect infants against RSVi. The model is 
flexible and can be updated as more data become available.
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Background. Antimicrobial susceptibility testing (AST) is the major driver in 
designing effective therapy. As multiple resistance determinants can demonstrate the 
same phenotype (e.g., inhibitor resistant [IR], extended spectrum [ES], and carbap-
enem hydrolyzing [CH] β-lactamases), critical information provided from AST for 
therapy, stewardship, and infection control is currently lacking. WGS provides more 
comprehensive genetic data, explaining phenotype, and provides insight into clonality. 
Efforts are in development that apply novel statistical methods (e.g., PRIMERS I-IV) 
and machine learning (Sci Reports, 2108, 8, 421)  to interpret results accurately and 
anticipate AST. Using a collection of clinical strains that spanned a 3.5-year period, 
we tested how well the detection of problematic IR, ES, and CH bla resistance genes 
predicted phenotype.

Methods. Fourty-one isolates were chosen for AST from a collection of 1,777 
WGS K.  pneumoniae. Isolates chosen possessed the following β-lactamases: (9 iso-
lates) NDM; (3) NDM and OXA-48; (5) KPC-8 or KPC-14; (24) with a very complex 
β-lactamase background (all possessed an inhibitor resistant TEM (IRT), SHV ESBL, 
+/− CTX-M, and/or +/− KPC). AST was performed using CLSI methods for piper-
acillin/tazobactam (PIP/TAZO), ceftazidime (CAZ), aztreonam (ATM), ceftazidime/
avibactam (CAZ/AVI), CAZ/AVI/ATM, and ceftolozane/tazobactam (TOL/TAZO) by 
disk diffusion assay.

Results. Presented below.

Conclusion. In all cases, blaNDM-1 and blaNDM-1/OXA-48 containing isolates were 
resistant to CAZ/AVI; the addition of ATM fully restored susceptibility to CAZ/AVI. 
Surprisingly, clinical K. pneumoniae isolates bearing KPC-8 (V240G) and KPC-14 did 
not test fully resistant to CAZ/AVI, suggesting a more complex mechanism than the 
D179Y variant of KPC-3. Lastly, despite the complexity of the β-lactamase background, 
CAZ/AVI retained potency. Interestingly, TOL/TAZO maintained efficacy in these same 
complex backgrounds in the absence of NDM, KPC, and SHV-12. As previously shown 
in PRIMERS I-II, PIP/TAZO resistance was not observed in the majority of isolates 
as was predicted by the genotype. WGS in K. pneumoniae to predict AST results and 
potentially guide clinical decisions is improved for novel combinations like CAZ/AVI.
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Background. Methicillin-susceptible/methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus 
(MSSA/MRSA) can be directly identified from positive blood culture bottles using 
molecular methods. This provides faster results than traditional phenotypic testing, 
but discrepancies between the two are occasionally found. We sought to determine the 
incidence and clinical impact of such discrepancies.

Methods. Positive blood culture bottles are routinely tested in the hospital clinical 
laboratory for mecA via Xpert MRSA/SA BC (PCR), and antimicrobial susceptibility 
testing (AST) via MicroScan PC33 is performed on recovered S. aureus isolates; dis-
crepancies between PCR and AST are resolved by repeat and supplemental (Kirby-
Bauer) testing. A  retrospective review of medical and laboratory data from January 
2015 to December 2017 was performed on all patients that had discordant PCR and 
AST results.

Results. Approximately 1,200 PCR assays were performed from January 2015 to 
December 2017, and there were 5 (0.4%) cases with discordant AST Results. Four 
cases were classified as MSSA by PCR but MRSA by AST, and 1 case was classified as 
MRSA by PCR but MSSA by AST. For the former group, antimicrobial therapy was 
changed in 2 patients to cover MRSA and 1 patient was readmitted, while the remain-
ing 2 patients were already being treated for MRSA; for the latter case, this patient was 
treated for MRSA during the initial hospitalization, but was readmitted with dissem-
inated MSSA and subsequently deceased. Based on genetic targets identified by PCR 
and cefoxitin and oxacillin AST, discrepancies were likely due to borderline oxacillin 
resistance (BORSA) (n = 1), presence of an SCCmec variant not detected by PCR (n = 
1), or undetermined (n = 3).

Conclusion. Rapid identification of MRSA bacteremia via PCR provides action-
able information to direct empiric treatment. While highly accurate, PCR results are 
infrequently not corroborated by AST. This rare possibility should be considered when 
modifying therapy based on initial PCR results, and there should be close communica-
tion between the clinical team and laboratory for these challenging cases.
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Background. Carbapenem-resistant Enterobacteriaceae (CRE) are a critical 
global health problem. We detected a surge of CRE cases in a pediatric hospital in 
Chile, a country with a low endemicity of KPC-producing organisms. Herein, we 
describe the molecular epidemiology of this outbreak.

Methods. CRE isolates from clinical specimens and surveillance rectal swabs 
(obtained using chromID CARBA SMART agar, BioMerieux) of pediatric patients 
were collected from July 2015 to January 2017. Species identity was confirmed by 
MALDI-TOF. Carbapenemase genes (blaKPC, blaNDM, blaVIM, blaIMP, and blaOXA-48-like) 
were detected by multiplex PCR, followed by amplification and sequencing of the blaKPC 
allele. Conjugation experiments were conducted with representative species as donors 
and sodium azide-resistant E. coli J53 as recipient. PCR-based plasmid typing (PBRT 
Diatheva kit) was then performed on donors and recipients. For K. pneumoniae, genetic 
relatedness was investigated by PFGE, multilocus sequence typing and wzi typing.

Results. Sixty-one CRE clinical and surveillance isolates were obtained from 
49 patients aged 17 days to 16 years. blaKPC-2 was present in 57/62 isolates; no other 
carbapenemases were found. For 11 patients, multiple cultures were obtained; 4/11 


